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The Knowledge-based Community Governance Research Alliance (the Alliance)
is a forum for research, dissemination of knowledge and action. It brings
together co-researchers working in universities, in the community and in the
private sector.
Between 2009 and 2014, the Alliance studied the relationship between
governance and language policies, focusing specifically on how community
governance can foster innovation and help linguistic minorities be better
prepared to handle current challenges. Its research teams looked at themes
as varied as inter-organizational collaboration, artistic and cultural spaces,
outmigration, rural exodus, health training, integrated forest management,
immigration, justice, youth leadership and transportation. Focusing on New
Brunswick and Ontario, they studied, assessed and formalized the knowledge
on community governance developed since the 1990s by Francophone
minorities in Canada (hereinafter referred to as Francophone minorities).
Upon completion of this research program, the Alliance published two
guides for decision-makers and community stakeholders summarizing
the lessons learned: the current Guide to Community Governance and
a Guide to Collaborative Research.
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INTRODUCTION
Since 2009, university researchers and various
stakeholders working in Francophone minority
communities have been collaborating under the
auspices of the Knowledge-based Community
Governance Research Alliance. The purpose of this
Guide is to summarize the knowledge and lessons
learned pertaining to community governance that has
been acquired through this Alliance. It may also serve
as a guide for community organizations in the Canadian
Francophonie, as well as anyone wanting to better
understand how community governance works, its
benefits and its associated challenges.
• Coalition des intervenantes
et intervenants francophones
pour le secteur de la justice en
Ontario
• Collaboration among New
Brunswick Francophone and
Acadian organizations

The information in the Guide was taken from literature
on the topic of community governance and, more
importantly, from lessons learned through studies
conducted by the Alliance. The studies pertaining to the
initiatives listed below were selected from the overall
work carried out within the framework of the Alliance
because their topics were directly related to community
governance. The tables presented throughout this
guide provide additional information about these
practices.

• Conseil de gestion intégrée
des forêts publiques du
Madawaska-Restigouche

• Governance of the Consortium
national de formation en santé
(CNFS)

• Échelle i-préparation™ on
regional immigration in New
Brunswick

• Leadership continuity and
knowledge transfer within
the Fédération de la jeunesse
franco-ontarienne (FESFO)
• Project Place des Arts in
Sudbury

This Guide is divided into five parts. The first part
explains what is meant by community governance and
what sets it apart from the other notions with which
it is associated. The second part briefly presents the
initiatives studied. The third section, the principal part
of the guide, contains a description of the various
methods of community governance observed during

the research. The fourth part sets out a number of
questions for community stakeholders to allow them
to conduct a self-assessment of their community
governance practice, and the final section provides
additional sources of information about community
governance.

Governance: Formal and informal rules and terms and conditions
adopted by a group of players to allow them to make decisions
regarding their common directions, the mobilization and sharing of
their resources and the coordination of their actions.
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1.0 BASIC CONCEPTS
The concept of governance has been working its way into
organizational and community development discourse since
the 1990s. Its affinity with other concepts such as governing,
government and management make its use somewhat
tricky at times. However, governance is a specific reality
that can take various forms: community, public, corporative,
organizational, business and horizontal. To start with, we
need to present some basic concepts that set the notion of
governance apart.

1.1 GOVERNING, GOVERNANCE OR MANAGEMENT
As is also the case for the terms government and
governing, the term “governance” stems from the
Latin gubernar, to steer or govern. Governing and
GOVERNING
GOVERNANCE
MANAGEMENT
government are
more familiar concepts:
both evoke the
idea of a state that exercises political authority, makes
decisions and exerts leadership. Governing is the process
and the government is the institutional practice. We all
CORPORATE
PUBLIC
COMMUNITY
know, for example, that in Canada taxation is overseen by
the various levels of government. Members of the public
do not play a key role in the process, other than paying
into the system. HORIZONTAL
The concept of management, on the other hand, is more
operational in nature. It involves the administration of
public or private affairs based on mandates or objectives
established by governing bodies. Managers oversee the
effective and efficient use of resources. In the public
sector, officials manage public programs and funds based
on decisions made by their minister or government; in the
community sector, branches and officers manage projects
in accordance with guidance from elected officials; and,
finally, in the private sector, heads of companies and their
employees manage operations as directed by their board
of directors or shareholders.

GOVERNING

GOVERNANCE

CORPORATE

PUBLIC

MANAGEMENT

COMMUNITY

HORIZONTAL

Within its present-day meaning, governance lies between
governing and management. Since about the 1990s, it
has been impossible toGOVERNANCE
ignore the increasingly complex
reality due, in part, to the numerous authority figures and
seats of power that act upon decisions relating to public,
community or private affairs. Governance introduces
CORPORATE
PUBLIC
COMMUNITY
the idea that the relationships between the bodies that
govern, manage and are governed are no longer as stable
as they used to be and that the interactions among the
various players need to be orderly and coordinated.
Since it is associated with the concepts of networking,
participation, collaboration and partnership, governance
is therefore more pragmatic in nature than the act of
governing, although not as practical as management.

GOVERNING

GOVERNANCE

MANAGEMENT

The most common definitions of governance focus on
the following key elements: the grouping together and
commitment of a number of players, adherence to the
rules of joint decision making, the adoption of shared
objectives, the mobilization and sharing of resources and
the coordination of actions.
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1.2 CORPORATE, PUBLIC OR COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE
The concept of governance emerged at more or less
the same time in various sectors in response to a range
of concerns. In the business sector, governance served
to clarify the roles of leaders, shareholders, employees,
clients and other players involved in their activities, and
the relationships among these players. The concept
of corporate governance encompasses a number of
principles, including the division of roles, transparency,
collaboration and integrity, not to mention the
inevitable focus on profitability.
GOVERNANCE

CORPORATE

PUBLIC

Public governance is also associated with the idea
of horizontality. When faced with a complex issue,
a state can broaden its governance to include a
number of players, from both within and outside the
government, who share responsibilities and interests
in this regard. By definition, public governance is
horizontal, albeit to varying degrees. From an internal
perspective, several government institutions may
be involved in the governance (decision making) or
management (implementation) of a horizontal initiative
(e.g., the Government of Canada Roadmap for Official
Languages). From an external perspective, horizontal
governance may also involve the participation of
community players.

Official languages governance: . . . language

COMMUNITY

The concept of organizational governance is sometimes
used as synonym for corporate governance, given that
it primarily evokes the exercising of governance within
a single organization. However, this concept may also
apply to public or community institutions, when such
institutions are considered on an individual basis.
Public governance takes place within state institutions
and focuses specifically on the relationships between
officials, civil society and the private sector. Here
GOVERNING
MANAGEMENT
again,
the introductionGOVERNANCE
of the concept of governance
represents a change in the relationship between
those that govern and those that are governed. While
governance is based on the principles of transparency,
collaboration and participation, it also presupposes
a form of efficiency and performance borrowed from
the private sector. Public governance primarily involves
public sector decision makers and managers, as well as
the partners with whom they work.

objectives and procedures do not come solely
from above, but also from below by means of
initiatives targeting co-operation between the
public service and players from civil society.
In fact, this is exactly what is taking place in Canada’s
official languages sector where, for the past 20
years or so, a new governance structure has been in
place, according to which “language objectives and
procedures do not come solely from above but also
come from below by means of initiatives targeting
co-operation between the public service and players
from civil society (translated freely).1“ Examples include
Heritage Canada’s horizontal coordination mandate
under the Official Languages Act; initiatives such as the
Official Languages Action Plan and Roadmap; and the
Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) Francophone
Minority Communities Steering Committee.

1
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Léger, R., “La nouvelle gouvernance des langues officielles au Canada:
entre exigences et circonstances”, p. 414.

Finally, community governance involves the methods
used by community players to identify their common
interests and then work together towards this goal.
Naturally, common interests vary from one situation
to the next; however, they often relate to the exerting
of influence over the development of public policies,
capacity for action and, more generally, community
development.
Hence, the notion of “community” is all-important
here. Although it is often associated with territorial
groupings (e.g., regions, cities, neighbourhoods,
villages, etc.), it is also claimed by groups that make
up part of a network (e.g., Francophones in Toronto).
The reality is geometrically variable. The opposite of
a group, whose composition is usually homogenous
(e.g., health professionals), a community is made up
of a variety of individuals who nevertheless share a
common interest (e.g., language, culture, ethnic origin
or geographical location) and a sense of belonging
(e.g., Franco-Saskatchewanian identity). Consequently,
the town of Bouctouche or Francophones from
Whitehorse or Nunavut can be considered as
communities and their reality can be viewed from the
perspective of their community governance.

Aims to influence the development of public
policies, the strengthening of capacity for
action, and community development.

Community governance: Collaborative
arrangements developed by players within
a community to allow them to identify their
common goals and take steps to achieve them.

Since the 1990s, the new public governance of
official languages has had an impact on community
governance among Francophone minorities who,
further to the allocation of government funds aimed
at fostering the development and vitality of their
communities, have had to take on new responsibilities.
To this end, the communities have had to revisit the
way they work together and have had to draft overall
development plans. They have also learned how to
negotiate with their respective provinces and territories
and, in some cases, to participate in the governance
of services in French. As this collaboration progressed,
and with the development of the various official
language programs, the organizations re-focused their
mandates and activities. In short, their participation
in public governance transformed their community
governance.
A number of qualities are generally associated with
community governance: shared aspirations, solidarity,
commitment and trust; collaboration, partnership and
collegiality; participation, mobilization and inclusion;
legitimacy and democracy; credibility; the sharing
of responsibilities, information, resources and risks;
the co-development of knowledge and services; and
collective learning.
In the next sections, we will look at how community
governance took shape in a number of initiatives
specific to Francophone minority communities in
Canada, and to what extent the above-mentioned
qualities were apparent. To start with, however, we will
briefly present the cases we studied.
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2.0 COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE INITIATIVES STUDIED BY THE ALLIANCE
Between 2009 and 2014, the Research Alliance studied a number of topics relating to community governance and
innovation. In general, the work focused on those governance initiatives most closely related to the players on the
ground. For the purposes of this Guide, we selected seven studies, which we compared and learned from, in terms
of the methods of community governance used in Francophone minority communities. The following is a brief
overview of the studies.
The Coalition des intervenantes et intervenants
francophones pour le secteur de la justice
en Ontario is an informal forum made up of
Francophone organizations and an Ontario
government department. It has drawn up a
strategic plan for the development of services in
French. The plan’s implementation is monitored by
means of annual meetings.2
2

L. Cardinal, et al. La Coalition des intervenantes et intervenants
francophones en justice: une innovation communautaire pour
accroître l’offre de services en français en Ontario.

Collaboration among Francophone and
Acadian organizations in New Brunswick is the
topic of a multi-component study that describes
the features of community governance and the
associated issues.3

3

Forgues, É. and S. St-Onge, Portrait de la gouvernance des
organismes acadiens et francophones au Nouveau-Brunswick ; and
Forgues, É.,  “Les apprentissages en gouvernance communautaire”.

Table 1 Comparison of the contexts of the community governance initiatives
Coalition des intervenantes et
intervenants francophones pour le
secteur de la justice en Ontario

Conseil de gestion intégrée des forêts
publiques du Madawaska-Restigouche

Nature of the

Informal forum made up of community

Informal forum set up by Francophone

Informal forum made up of industry, community and

initiative

organizations and a government department

organizations

government representatives

Community

Services in French established and managed

Ability to speak with one voice

Participation in the governance of public forests in order

aspirations

by and for Francophones

Issue targeted

Inertia and lack of resources to increase

Tension between sectorial interests and the

A crisis in the forest sector, coupled with provincial

services in French in the justice sector

general interests of the Acadian community; need

policies that are not adapted to the nature and needs of

in Ontario; avoiding lawsuits from the

to ensure the legitimacy of the organizations

the region; public forest governance that left little room

Francophone community in this regard

among the people they represent

for the community

Proposed

A forum for dialogue between the government

A collaborative forum for Acadian organizations

A forum that brings together all the players concerned

solution

and the Francophone community aimed at

and their committees, formally recognized by

by the governance of public forests in the Madawaska-

ensuring collaboration with respect to the

the government under Canada-community

Restigouche region

development of public policies relating to

agreements

justice in French in Ontario
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Collaboration among Francophone
and Acadian organizations in New
Brunswick

to ensure the economic vitality of the region

The Conseil de gestion intégrée des forêts
publiques du Madawaska-Restigouche (CGIFP) in
Northern New Brunswick is an informal forum cochaired by a representative of the forest industry
and a community representative. It brings together
industry, community, municipal, economic and
environmental players from across the region, as
well as a provincial government observer. The CGIFP
looks at forestry issues in this predominantly Frenchspeaking region and makes recommendations to the
government.4
4

Leadership continuity and knowledge transfer
within the Fédération de la jeunesse francoontarienne (FESFO) is an internal initiative aimed at
helping the FESFO develop its organizational memory
and stay the course with respect to its mission, which
is to ensure the full participation of young people in
their community’s development.5

Chiasson, G., Letendre, S. and M. Voyer, “La gouvernance à la
frontière : le cas du Conseil de gestion intégrée des forêts publiques
de la Madawaska-Restigouche”.

Leadership continuity and knowledge
transfer

Échelle i-préparationTM (NB)

5

Dallaire, C. and M.-F. Houle, La formation et la documentation des
savoirs au sein de la Fédération de la jeunesse franco-ontarienne : Une
initiative pour appuyer l’engagement des jeunes.

Governance of the Consortium
national de formation en santé
(CNFS)

Sudbury Place des Arts

An approach developed by the Fédération de la

A tool developed in the private sector

A formal consortium made up of

A construction project developed by

jeunesse franco-ontarienne (FESFO)

at the request of the Association

educational institutions

community organizations

francophone des municipalités du
Nouveau-Brunswick
Participation in the development of the

Demographic continuity of NB

Improved access for Francophone

A Francophone cultural and artistic space that

Francophone community according to the “by

Francophones

communities to health care services in

ensures visibility in the local public sphere

and for youth” principle

French

Turnover of staff and elected officials; risk

Decline in the population of NB and

Lack of healthcare professionals to

Lack of a common location where

of losing organizational memory; wish to

limited capacity to attract immigrants

provide the services in French required by

Francophone organizations can showcase

remain ahead of the pack and thus optimize

to Acadian communities and ensure

Francophone minority communities

their artistic and cultural creativity, while

organizational capacity

their integration

fostering synergy, co-operation and
economies of scale

Coaching for FESFO leaders to help them

Develop and use, with a community

Consortium of educational and research

Establishment of a community governance

transfer the organization’s memory, values,

and participatory approach, an

institutions that can determine the

structure and a collaborative network made

operating rules and expertise, ensure the

instrument that measures each

healthcare requirements of Francophone

up of various players from the public, private

transition between employees and elected

community’s capacity to welcome,

communities and train healthcare

and community spheres

officials, and organize information and make it

retain and integrate Francophone

professionals to respond to these needs

accessible

immigrants
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The Échelle i-préparationTM is a public action tool
designed to assist in the welcoming of Francophone
immigrants to the Northern and Acadian Peninsula
regions of New Brunswick. It was developed by
consulting firm Diversis for the community setting.6

The Sudbury Place des Arts project was
developed by a group of cultural organizations
in Sudbury. It involves the construction of
a building, and is also a mobilization and
community governance initiative.8

The governance of the Consortium national de
formation en santé (CNFS) initiative was reviewed
by the Alliance at the request of the organization.
The CNFS operates in the field of health training, and
relies on a network of Francophone post-secondary
training establishments outside Quebec.7

In the next section, we will look at the various
methods of community governance identified in
these studies.

6

Farmer, D., Bélanger, N. and L.-A. Cyr, “Pour une gouvernance
renouvelée dans le secteur de l’immigration au Nouveau-Brunswick :
représentations et mobilisation autour d’un instrument
d’action publique”.

7

Cardinal, L., Champagne, É. and M.H. Eddie, “Nouvelle gouvernance
publique et innovation : le cas du Consortium national de formation
en santé”.

8

Champagne, É., Choinière, O. and P. Gagnon, “La Place des
Arts de Sudbury : une gouvernance novatrice au service d’un
projet d’envergure”.

3.0 COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE METHODS
Community governance takes place in various contexts and is carried out in a number of different ways. As part of
its work, the Alliance selected a few initiatives that appeared to demonstrate innovation with respect to community
governance. Obviously, the initiatives studied do not cover the entire spectrum of community governance
practices.
Our work led to the uncovering of characteristics which we grouped together under the following headings: types
of players involved, types of activities carried out, types of decision making, types of executive and coordination
roles, types of shared resources and the types of impact obtained. This section will be completed with a
description of the strengths and weaknesses of community governance initiatives.

3.1 TYPES OF PLAYERS INVOLVED
By definition, all the community governance initiatives
observed rely on community organizations (see Table
2). The organizations involved in the initiatives that we
looked at are regional, provincial or, less commonly,
national in scope. With the exception of the FESFO
Leadership Continuity initiative, the organizations also
have partners from the private, institutional or public
sectors.
Private sector. A few initiatives are based on a
partnership between the community sector and the
private sector. For example, the Conseil de gestion
intégrée des forêts publiques is co-chaired by a
private-sector representative and includes several
representatives from the New Brunswick industrial
sector. Likewise, the Échelle i-préparationTM is the result
of a partnership between the Association francophone

Table 2

des municipalités du Nouveau-Brunswick (AFMNB) and
consulting firm Diversis.
Institutional sector. A few of the practices observed
have deep roots in, or are associated with the
institutional setting. The CNFS is an initiative developed
by Francophone universities and colleges outside
Quebec. Although it does collaborate with community
organizations on some of its projects, governance
nevertheless remains in the hands of the institutions.
The Coalition des intervenantes et intervenants
francophones en justice works with the University of
Ottawa, and the Conseil de gestion intégrée des forêts
publiques collaborates with the Université de Moncton.

Comparison of the key players and partners involved in community
governance initiatives
Coalition des intervenantes et intervenants
francophones pour le secteur de la justice
en Ontario

Collaboration
among Francophone
and Acadian
organizations in New
Brunswick

Conseil de gestion intégrée des
forêts publiques du MadawaskaRestigouche

Leadership
continuity and
knowledge
transfer

Key players

Assoc. des juristes d’expression française de l’Ontario

Collaborative forum

Association francophone des

Fédération de la

and other

(AJEFO); Assoc. française des municipalités de

made up of NB Acadian

municipalités du N.-B. (AFMNB);

jeunesse franco-

partners

l’Ontario (AFMO); Action ontarienne contre la violence

organizations; the

J.D Irving; Acadian Timber; AVCell;

ontarienne (FESFO)

faite aux femmes (AOcVF); Fédération des aînés et

Société de l’Acadie

Groupe Savoie; Coop forestière

des retraités francophones de l’Ontario (FARFO);

du N.-B. (SANB); and

du Nord-Ouest; NB Maple Syrup

Fédération de la jeunesse franco-ontarienne (FESFO);

31 Francophone and

Association; Restigouche River

Office of French Language Services Coordinators,

Acadian organizations

Watershed Management Council;

Attorney General of Ontario
Other partners: Research Chair in Canadian
Francophonie and Public Policies at the University
of Ottawa

Regional office of the NB Department
of Natural Resources; Local and
regional chambers of commerce
(Enterprise Madawaska and Enterprise
Restigouche); Conseil économique du
N.-B.; Université de Moncton through
the Department of Forestry at the
Edmundston campus
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Public sector. The various levels of government have
a strong presence in the community governance
initiatives studied. The Attorney General of Ontario,
through its French Language Services Coordinator, can
provide support for the coordination of the Coalition
des intervenantes et intervenants francophones en
justice. The NB Population Growth Secretariat assists
with the Échelle i-préparationTM. Municipalities play a
key role in the Conseil de gestion intégrée des forêts
publiques, the Échelle i-préparationTM and the Place des
Arts project. Finally, the federal government supports
financially and works closely with Francophone and
Acadian organizations and the CNFS.

In short, the context of the community governance
initiative determines the type of players involved. Since
horizontality and partnerships are key principles of
this type of governance, it is not surprising to see a
number of players at the table, including partners from
other settings, such as institutions, the private sector or
governments.

Who participates in community governance initiatives?
Partners from various community, private-sector, institutional and
government settings, based on the principle of horizontality.

Échelle i-préparationTM (NB)

Governance of the Consortium national de
formation en santé (CNFS)

Sudbury Place des Arts

Association francophone des municipalités du N.-B. (AFMNB);

CNFS: 7 post-secondary educational institutions:

Regroupement des organismes culturels de Sudbury

consulting firm Diversis; 8 Francophone municipalities in

Université Sainte-Anne, Université de Moncton,

(ROCS): Carrefour francophone de Sudbury, Théâtre

Northwestern New Brunswick and the Acadian Peninsula

Université de Saint-Boniface, Campus Saint-Jean

du Nouvel-Ontario, Concerts La Nuit sur l’étang,

[at the University of Alberta], Laurentian University,

Éditions Prise de parole, Galerie du Nouvel-Ontario,

University of Ottawa and the Centre de formation

Salon du livre du Grand Sudbury, Centre franco-

médicale du N.-B. 4 colleges: Collège Boréal, La Cité,

ontarien de folklore and Concerts de musique

Collège Acadie (PEI), NB Community College

contemporaine 5-Penny New Music Concerts

d’établissement des nouveaux arrivants de la Péninsule

Other partners: Health Canada, professional

Other partners: Municipal, regional, provincial

acadienne

associations, healthcare establishments and

and federal officials, the private sector and the

Francophone community organizations

population of Greater Sudbury

Other partners: NB Population Growth Secretariat; Centre
de ressources pour nouveaux arrivants au Nord-Ouest du
N.-B.; Centre d’accueil et d’accompagnement francophone
des immigrants du Sud-Est du N.-B.; Comité d’accueil et

3.2 TYPES OF ACTIVITIES
Table 3 illustrates the wide range of activities carried out as part of the community governance initiatives we
reviewed. Community organizations and their partners get together; discuss; deliberate; prepare advisories;
develop, plan, implement and report on innovative projects; learn; and document their learning. Each case involves
a specific sequence of activities, according to the context.
The Coalition des intervenantes et intervenants francophones en justice is an informal initiative that brings together
a number of independent players tasked with determining priority needs with respect to services in French,
monitoring the extent to which these needs are met by government services, and proposing corrective measures,
as required.
Collaborate

Discuss

Plan

Monitor

Recommend

The Conseil de gestion intégrée des forêts publiques is also a joint initiative involving various players. It involves the
setting up of a forum for discussion, at which efforts are made to create mutual understanding, identify shared
positions and develop recommendations for the provincial government.
Discuss

Understand

Agree

Recommend

The Échelle i-préparationTM is an AFMNB initiative involving the participation of a consulting firm. The goal is to
create an innovative instrument that Francophone municipalities can use to prepare for the integration of new
immigrants.
Innovate

Table 3

Activities

Build capacity

Comparison of activities carried out within the framework of community
governance initiatives
Coalition des intervenantes et
intervenants francophones pour le
secteur de la justice en Ontario

Collaboration among Francophone
and Acadian organizations in New
Brunswick

Conseil de gestion intégrée des forêts publiques
du Madawaska-Restigouche

Annual meeting of the Coalition; adoption

Drafting of a community development plan;

Sharing of strategic information; discussion of a

and monitoring of a strategic plan for

intersectoral collaboration; appointment

range of issues raised by the participants; common

the development of services in French

of representatives to Canada-community

understanding; decision making, upon consensus only

in the justice sector; bi-annual meeting

agreement committees, and evaluation of

of a steering committee tasked with

the projects by these committees

monitoring the strategic plan
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Learn

The FESFO Leadership Continuity is an organizational governance initiative that creates spaces for discussion and
learning with the view to documenting practices that contribute to the organization’s community mandate.
Discuss

Learn

Document

Collaboration among Francophone and Acadian organizations is an initiative carried out by means of formal
structures that create a climate of collaboration, the goal being to prioritize the needs of the Acadian community
and draft an overall development plan and report thereon.
Collaborate

Prioritize

Plan

Report

The CNFS is an incorporated organization based on a network of establishments that work together to identify the
health needs of Francophone communities, respond to these needs through professional training initiatives, and
assess the results.
Understand needs

Provide answers

Assess

The Place des Arts initiative is a project involving a number of community organizations that are working together
to obtain a shared building and to develop their capacity to achieve this goal.
Develop a project

Build capacity

What do the players in a community governance body do?
They get together, discuss, deliberate and prepare advisories; they develop, plan,
implement and report on innovative projects; and they learn and document their learning.
.
Leadership continuity and knowledge
transfer

Échelle i-préparationTM (NB)

Governance of the Consortium
national de formation en santé
(CNFS)

Sudbury Place des Arts

Two components: 1) Development of knowledge

Develop an instrument, and encourage

Student recruitment; training for

Construct a building to house the

sharing skills through informal discussion, regular

municipalities to use it; administer the

health professionals; integration of

Place des Arts, and strengthen

and structured group discussions and activity

instrument; trigger a reflection process

health workers with international

the organizational and financial

credentials

capacity of ROCS members

assessment workshops
2) Yearly production of a physical medium (legacy
book) for organizing, conserving and transmitting
this knowledge
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3.3 TYPES OF DECISION MAKING
Decision making also varies according to the context
of the community governance initiative. As is shown
in Table 4, the most common scenario is decision by
consensus; however, the collegial decision making
method is also used, as is a more indirect method
based on influence.
Decision by consensus. The mechanism most
commonly used in the initiatives studied was
consensus. In such cases, all the stakeholders, sitting
around the same table, give their tacit consent to a
joint decision. The process leading up to this moment
can be long and may require lengthy discussion if
the players have potentially diverging interests. In

Table 4

Activities

the case of the Conseil de gestion intégrée des forêts
publiques initiative and Francophone and Acadian
organizations, as well as Place des Arts, decisions are
made by consensus.
Collegial decision making. In the case of the CNFS,
the organizational governance authorizes collegial
decision making, i.e., the decisional role is shared
by the various bodies (BOD, national secretariat,
coordinators and member establishments).

Comparison of the operation of community governance initiatives

Coalition des intervenantes et
intervenants francophones pour le
secteur de la justice en Ontario

Collaboration among
Francophone and Acadian
organizations in New Brunswick

Conseil de gestion intégrée des forêts
publiques du Madawaska-Restigouche

Structure without any formal decision making;

Generally by consensus, except for major

When discussions result in consensus

collaborative efforts to help prepare the

decisions such as the choice of new

community party for meetings; deliberations

members or priority cases

are not recorded; influence on decision
makers and managers who take part in the
meetings

Coordination

The government office convenes, organizes

Co-chairs representing the industry (J.D Irving)

and assumes the cost of the meetings; the

and the community (AFMNB) plan, coordinate

strategic plan steering committee meets at

and report and follow up on meetings; draft

the government’s expense; the AJEFO plays a

memos; and represent the Council in dealings

leadership role and provides logistical support

with the government

for the community party
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Organizational support from the SANB

Influence over decisions. The structure of
the Coalition des intervenantes et intervenants
francophones en justice includes a practice that does
not involve any formal decision making, but which
allows for influence to be exerted on government
bodies for decision making purposes. The Coalition
collaborates, like a caucus, in order to channel
its influence at meetings. To a certain extent, the
Échelle i-préparationTM can also be seen as a tool that
produces information in order to influence decisions
made by municipalities regarding the integration of
immigrants.

How is community governance organized?
In various ways. However, decisions are often made
by consensus, coordination is ensured by pivotal
organizations and participants are networked.

Leadership continuity and
knowledge transfer

Échelle i-préparationTM (NB)

Governance of the Consortium
national de formation en santé
(CNFS)

Sudbury Place des Arts

The initiative does not directly affect the

The instrument produces information

Collegial model involving a BOD

By consensus among the eight ROCS

organization’s decision making; each

that assists municipalities (which

made up of the heads of the

member organizations and their respective

employee / elected official decides on

remain autonomous) in making

member establishments, a national

BODs

the format and content of the legacy

decisions

secretariat and a CNFS coordinators

book

committee for each establishment;
closed-loop collaboration among the
various levels

FESFO employees

AFMNB identified the need and

CNFS national secretariat and CNFS

Steering committee made up of the CEOs

asked consulting firm Diversis to

coordinators in the establishments

of the eight organizations; coordination

develop the instrument; it is up to the

committee; four committees for the real

municipalities to decide whether or

property project and two committees

not they will use it

tasked with strengthening ROCS members’
capacities
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3.4 TYPES OF EXECUTIVE ROLES AND COORDINATION
After decision making comes implementation, which
involves the coordination of actions. We have identified
four types of coordination: by the organization hosting
the initiative, by a pivotal organization, through a network
and by means of a hybrid formula (see Table 4).
Host organization. The simplest formula involves
having the coordination assumed by the organization
that initiates a governance practice, such as in the
case of the FESFO, which coordinates the work of its
employees involved in the leadership initiative.
Pivotal organization. It is common to see pivotal
organizations that coordinate actions on behalf of a
group of players. For example, collaboration among
Francophone and Acadian organizations relies on the
support of the Société de l’Acadie du Nouveau-Brunswick
(SANB). Likewise, the community partners involved
in the Coalition des intervenantes et intervenants
francophones en justice obtain strategic support from
the Association des juristes d’expression française de
l’Ontario (AJEFO).
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Network. When the governance takes place in a
network, coordination can be assumed by some of
the key points in the network. This is the case for the
CNFS, which coordinates its members’ actions by
simultaneously relying on its national secretariat and its
network of coordinators in member establishments.
Hybrid formula. The most common option is,
however, one in which the parties and counterparties
are involved in the coordination. When there are
stakeholders with polarized interests within a group,
their commitment is strategically embedded in the
executive structure. The Conseil de gestion intégrée
des forêts publiques is a case in point. It is co-chaired
and coordinated by the AFMNB, representing the
community party, and J. D. Irving, representing the
industry. Another example of a hybrid scenario is the
Échelle i-préparationTM, which assigns to the AFMNB
a coordination role, even though the mandate has
been given to the consulting firm Diversis. To a certain
extent, this same model is applied in the case of the
Coalition des intervenantes et intervenants francophones
en justice: the government office has already helped
coordinate the Coalition’s activities, whereas the AJEFO
facilitates the commitment of the community party.

The simplest formula involves having the coordination assumed
by the organization that initiates a governance practice.
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3.5 TYPES OF SHARED RESOURCES
What do the players involved in a community
governance initiative share? According to our studies,
they share a variety of resources—from information and
expertise to risks, solidarity and contacts (see Table 5).
Information. The most commonly shared resource
is information, particularly strategic information.
Stakeholders reveal data that helps the others
better understand the issues, the risks involved, the
roadblocks and the opportunities for advancement.
Studies focusing on the Coalition des intervenantes et
intervenants francophones en justice and the Conseil
de gestion intégrée des forêts publiques revealed how
the parties and counterparties were able to better
understand each other’s perspective and chart a
more realistic course. The Échelle i préparationTM and
the FESFO Leadership Continuity initiative are also
structured around the production and showcasing

Table 5

Expertise. Like information, expertise is a
resource that is widely shared among community
governance bodies. Studies looking at the Coalition
des intervenantes et intervenants francophones en
justice, at Francophone and Acadian organizations,
the FESFO Leadership Continuity initiative and the
Échelle i-préparationTM, document the complementary
expertise that is shared by the participants.
Solidarity. One of the less tangible aspects, albeit just
as important in collective mobilization, is solidarity. A
number of the practices observed demonstrate the
commitment and trust that is shared by stakeholders
and which constitutes the source of their motivation.
For example, the studies looking at the Place des Arts
project, the Coalition des intervenantes et intervenants
francophones en justice, the Conseil de gestion intégrée

Comparison of resources shared in community governance initiatives

Shared resources

Coalition des intervenantes et intervenants
francophones pour le secteur de la justice
en Ontario

Collaboration among
Francophone and Acadian
organizations in New
Brunswick

Conseil de gestion intégrée des
forêts publiques du MadawaskaRestigouche

Strategic information relating to community

Trust, commitment, competencies,

Strategic information; logistical support

needs; government context with respect to the

resources, risks

for the Council’s activities; trust among

provision of services; players’ expertise; mutual
trust; contacts
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of information in their respective fields. Moreover,
the FESFO initiative has the distinction of making its
collective memory available for sharing.

participants; contacts

des forêts publiques in New Brunswick and the CNFS
reveal the solidarity that is inherent in these initiatives.
Risks. When resources and opportunities are shared
in order to bring about change for the good of the
collective interest, there may also be risks involved, as
was noted in the case of the studies looking at the way
Francophone and Acadian organizations collaborate
and the Place des Arts project.

Contacts. Finally, interpersonal contacts constitute
a type of resource that was referred to in a
number of the studies (e.g., the Coalition des
intervenantes et intervenants francophones
en justice, the Conseil de gestion intégrée
des forêts publiques and the Échelle
i-préparationTM). However, the sharing
of this resource seems more directed
towards the interest of specific
stakeholders than to the collective
interest. Stakeholders noted that their
participation in the collective bodies
allowed them to develop personal
ties with other players who, in some
situations, would become partners in new
joint initiatives.

What is shared in community governance practices?
Information, expertise, solidarity, contacts and . . . risks.

Leadership continuity and
knowledge transfer

Échelle i-préparationTM (NB)

Governance of the Consortium national
de formation en santé (CNFS)

Sudbury Place des Arts

Information, memory and expertise

An instrument and expertise (Diversis);

Resources, expertise, commitment to the

Commitment, time

inter-municipality information and

general interest of Francophone communities

contacts
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3.6 TYPES OF IMPACT
The community governance initiatives studied had
varying effects on the players involved (see Table 6).
Among other things, we noted the improved climate
of collaboration, new knowledge, the emergence of
tangible projects, the strengthening of commitment and
professionalization, and greater visibility.
Collaboration. Practically all the stakeholders believed
that one of the most important effects of their practice
was a climate more conducive to collaboration,
dialogue and debate. This aspect was also brought up
by stakeholders who reported having expanded their
network of contacts.

Table 6

Impact

Comparison of the impacts of community governance initiatives
Coalition des intervenantes et
intervenants francophones pour le
secteur de la justice en Ontario

Collaboration among
Francophone and Acadian
organizations in New
Brunswick

Conseil de gestion intégrée des forêts
publiques du Madawaska-Restigouche

More accurate knowledge of government

Formalization of organizations;

Overcome the traditionally unilingual English

dynamics in the case of the community

professionalization of community

environment in NB public forest management;

party; collaborative projects relating

players

collaboration between industry and communities on

to services in French, designed and

tangible projects (to address the sedimentation of

developed by community players; a space

rivers); network of interpersonal contacts

for dialogue; fewer legal actions; a network
of personal contacts
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Knowledge. A number of players felt that their
community governance practice had allowed them to
find out about the problems and issues faced by their
partners. In the case of the Coalition des intervenantes
et intervenants francophones en justice, the Conseil de
gestion intégrée des forêts publiques and, to a lesser
degree, Francophone and Acadian organizations,
the partners involved were sometimes rivals or were
competing for the same resources. The knowledge
acquired permitted them to overcome their antagonism
and work together in the public interest.

Tangible associated projects. Governance initiatives
often involve dialogue or the adoption of common
positions. However, a number of stakeholders, including
those involved in the Coalition des intervenantes
et intervenants francophones en justice and in the
Conseil de gestion intégrée des forêts publiques, noted
that these meetings can also provide an opportunity
to generate tangible projects, which extend their
collaboration beyond just talk.
Commitment. In the case of the FESFO, the
Leadership Continuity initiative strengthened youth
commitment to the organization’s collective vocation.

Professionalization. Collaboration among
Francophone and Acadian organizations also resulted
in a formalization and professionalization of the
community players.
Visibility. In the case of the Place des Arts project, the
initiative enhanced the visibility of the Francophone
players in the regional community.
Credibility. Finally, in the case of the Conseil de gestion
intégrée des forêts publiques, it was the credibility
of Francophone organizations that was enhanced
through this practice. In fact, the Council represents a
breakthrough in a governance environment that, up to
then, had been predominantly Anglophone.

What are the impacts of community governance?
Improved climate of collaboration, new knowledge, the emergence of new projects,
strengthened commitment and professionalization and greater visibility.

Leadership continuity and knowledge
transfer

Échelle i-préparationTM (NB)

Governance of the Consortium
national de formation en santé
(CNFS)

Sudbury Place des Arts

Efficiency gains; cumulated knowledge that

Improved collaboration among

Up-to-date knowledge about the

Capacity building; improved sharing

ensures informed leadership; stronger

municipalities on immigration

health needs of Francophones;

of expertise among group members;

commitment on the part of youth leaders,

issues

space for debate, analysis and

greater visibility for certain organizations

who are aware of the role they play within the

reflection on health in Francophone

FESFO and the Francophonie

minority communities
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3.7 SUCCESS FACTORS
Our review of community governance initiatives
revealed the success factors or strengths of the
initiatives (see Table 7). The majority of them are
similar to the qualities traditionally associated
with community governance, i.e., commitment,
collaboration, trust, learning and inclusion. However,
organizational performance was also a factor.
Commitment is often cited as one of the qualities
of community governance. It was also identified
as a success factor in the practices in our studies.
It was sometimes observed in certain individuals,
for example, government employees participating
in the Coalition des intervenantes et intervenants
francophones en justice. It was also noted at the
organizational level, where it takes the form of the
leadership provided, for example by the AJEFO in
the same Coalition, or by J. D. Irving in the Conseil de
gestion intégrée des forêts publiques initiative.

Table 7

Trust is an enhanced level of collaboration among
the partners that is identified as a success factor,
for example by the Coalition des intervenantes et
intervenants francophones en justice.

Comparison of the success factors for community governance initiatives

Success factors

Coalition des intervenantes et intervenants
francophones pour le secteur de la justice
en Ontario

Collaboration among
Francophone and Acadian
organizations in New
Brunswick

Conseil de gestion intégrée des forêts
publiques du Madawaska-Restigouche

Support from credible and influential Ontario

Effectiveness, innovation,

Inclusion of J. D. Irving, a key industry player who

public servants; network of community

better resource use (efficiency),

has the government’s ear; collaboration rather than

organizations set up near one another;

readiness to work in partnership

confrontation; openness to lessons learned from the

relationship of trust among the parties; expanded
community commitment in the justice sector, with
the leadership of an organization (AJEFO)
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Collaboration is another recurring theme in
community governance. Although it is sometimes
seen as an impact (see above), it also appeared as a
success factor in all the practices observed. In short,
collaboration seems to spawn further collaboration.

Quebec experience in Matapédia

Learning is a known aspect of community
governance. It was identified as one of the strong
points of the Échelle i-préparationTM, an initiative
that helps communities take an in-depth look at the
immigration issue, and also of the FESFO Leadership
Continuity initiative, from which lessons can be learned
and documented. At the CNFS, the importance placed
on evaluation is also a strength because it allows
for lessons to be learned and for things to be done
differently in the future.

The inclusion of a wide range of players was
identified as a success factor in the Place des
Arts project.
Finally, organizational performance
was reported to be one of the
strengths of collaboration among
Francophone and Acadian
organizations.

What are the success factors of community governance?
Commitment, collaboration, trust, learning and inclusion,
but also organizational performance.

Leadership continuity and
knowledge transfer

Échelle i-préparationTM (NB)

Governance of the Consortium national
de formation en santé (CNFS)

Sudbury Place des Arts

Learning through action: formative

In-depth reflection by communities

Collaboration among member establishments;

Inclusion; mobilization strategy

exercise to identify strengths and

about the responsibilities associated

political neutrality; use of external expertise for

at various levels (local, regional,

weaknesses

with the integration of immigrants,

informed decision making; financial autonomy

provincial, national)

and the resources required;

as a result of the principle of subsidiarity;

communities get to know each other

decentralization, but high-level communication

better and are able to work together

within the consortium and its network;

on immigration issues

reporting system
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3.8 CHALLENGES
Finally, our studies highlighted some of the challenges
facing community governance initiatives (see Table 8).
As was to be expected, the availability of resources and
personnel was on the list. Other factors included issues
associated with ensuring a democratic basis, playing a
broader role, dealing with changes in public policy and
carrying out evaluations.

The availability of resources—funding, time and
personnel—overlaps the previous challenge. The
innovative initiatives studied often required additional
time and effort, or greater participation, which entailed
costs for individuals and organizations. This was noted
in the case of the FESFO, the CNFS and the Place des
Arts project.

Player turnover, a commonplace occurrence among
community organization staff, constituted a challenge
for innovative governance bodies. The CNFS and the
Coalition des intervenantes et intervenants francophones
en justice, for example, had to take steps to ensure
collective memory or to avoid running out of steam.

In some practices, ensuring a democratic basis
is a challenge that stems from the fact that their
public interest mandate is in conflict with the wide
range of sectoral interests (e.g., collaboration among
Francophone and Acadian organizations) or has been
implemented by institutions that are based on the
principle of corporate representativeness
(e.g., the CNFS).

Table 8

Challenges

Comparison of the challenges associated with community
governance initiatives
Coalition des intervenantes et
intervenants francophones pour le
secteur de la justice en Ontario

Collaboration among Francophone
and Acadian organizations in New
Brunswick

Conseil de gestion intégrée des forêts
publiques du Madawaska-Restigouche

Turnover of individuals results in a loss

Ensuring a democratic basis for the

Lack of a structured and integrated practice for the

of institutional memory and reduces

governance; diverging sectoral interests;

evaluation of the Council’s activities

effectiveness; no role outside the

difficulties taking ethno-cultural diversity

collaboration framework; after 10 years,

into account; turnover of individuals

signs of running out of steam
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Certain initiatives, such as the Coalition des
intervenantes et intervenants francophones en justice
play a key role in the precise framework of their
mandate, yet do not benefit from external visibility
that would allow them to expand their influence.
As is the case for many other community initiatives, the
ones we reviewed were often at the mercy of changes
in government policies. The Échelle i-préparationTM,
for example, had all but been abandoned, even though
it was ready for broader deployment, because the
governments of New Brunswick and Canada had
changed their immigration support policy.

Finally, evaluation is a constant challenge for any
organization. That which constitutes a strength for
the CNFS represents a challenge for the Conseil de
gestion intégrée des forêts publiques initiative,
which is not officially constituted and
does not have a structured evaluation
approach.
.

What are the challenges facing community governance initiatives?
The availability of resources and personnel, ensuring a democratic basis, external visibility, changes to
public policies and the capacity to demonstrate performance.

Leadership continuity and
knowledge transfer

Échelle i-préparationTM (NB)

Governance of the Consortium
national de formation en santé
(CNFS)

Sudbury Place des Arts

A stronger commitment and more effort

Since the government of NB put

Staff turnover and loss of institutional

Co-operation around a shared

is required on the part of individual

multicultural associations in charge of

memory; lack of democratic

space and common structures;

participants

welcoming and integrating immigrants,

legitimacy

accommodation of individual interests

the AFMNB has withdrawn; policies

with those of the joint project;

promoting economic and temporary

management competencies; financial

immigration are less favourable to this

resources and time requirements

approach
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4.0 WHAT IS YOUR COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE STYLE?
Our research program shed light on the nature of community governance and the ways in which it is carried out,
particularly in French-speaking communities in New Brunswick and Ontario. Based on the lessons learned, the
following diagnostic tool was developed for stakeholders involved in community governance initiatives. Although it
does not claim to have proven validity, this tool will at least help you orient yourself with regard to a new and everchanging issue.
The first six questions are designed to provide a description of your initiative, whereas the seventh question helps
identify the issues associated with your initiative, based on the primary success factors.

1. What is the purpose of your community governance
initiative?

3. What types of activities will you be carrying out as part of
this initiative?

a.

General interest of the community

a.

Collaboration

b.

Sectoral interest(s)

b.

Exchange of information

c.

Corporate interest on the part of one or more
organizations

c.

Needs analysis

d.

Understanding of the issues

d.

Other: ____________________________________________

e.

Prioritization

f.

Planning

g.

Project development

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

h.

Capacity building

____________________________________________________

i.

Follow-up

____________________________________________________

j.

Recommendations

____________________________________________________

k.

Evaluation

l.

Reporting

m. Learning

2. Who is participating in your community governance
initiative?

Other: ________________________________________

a.

Community players only

_______________________________________________

b.

Community and government players

_______________________________________________

c.

Community and private-sector players

d.

Community, government and private-sector players

e.

Other: ________________________________________

a.

Decisions are made by an executive body

_______________________________________________

b.

Collective decision making involving a number of parties

_______________________________________________

c.

Decision making is based on consensus by all parties

_______________________________________________

d.

Influence exerted over decision makers

e.

Other: ________________________________________

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
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n.

4. How do you make decisions?

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

5. Who is responsible for implementing the initiative?

6. What is shared by the partners in the initiative?

a.

An organization that is hosting the initiative

a.

Information

b.

A pivotal organization, on behalf of the others

b.

Expertise

c.

A network, through its various connections

c.

Human resources

d.

A two-pronged structure (co-chairing or
co-management)

d.

Financial resources

e.

Solidarity

f.

Risks

g.

Contacts

h.

Other: ________________________________________

e.

Other: ________________________________________

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

__________________________________________

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

7. How would you assess your community governance initiative, based on the following factors, which are generally
considered success factors?
Aspect

Stable Asset

Asset to be
Consolidated

Shortcoming to be
Considered

Urgent
Shortcoming

Partner commitment
Collaboration among partners
Trust among partners
Partner perseverance
Inclusion of all stakeholders
Availability of human resources and time
Availability of financial resources
Visibility of the initiative
Legitimacy within the community
Credibility among governments and institutions
Collective learning
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